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The Smart Kitchen Timer features a durable 1280×480 display along with an incredibly 
fast quad-core ARM Cortex A-7 microprocessor. As a result, the SKT offers superior 
display capabilities when compared to our competitors. Configurable in either horizontal 
or vertical orientation, the SKT is an extremely versatile food service timer which can 
be mounted and used in many different areas of the kitchen. These areas include the 
grill, retherm station, fryer, hot/cold holding bins and prep table. What’s more, the SKT 
can even be used for front of house tasks! Mounting the unit is simple with the included 
bracket. The Smart Kitchen Timer can also be embedded in various pieces of equipment 
and areas of the kitchen.

When in Holding Mode, each screen displays 9 items in horizontal orientation and up to 8 
in vertical orientation. When in Cook Mode, the left panel displays up to 4 items and up to 
12 active timers on the right panel. In both modes you can scroll through items, with up to 
1000 programmable items total per unit. Use the timer as a standalone or connect up to 
7 additional units for added functionality such as the ability to transfer items from a cook 
timer to a hold timer. Chiefly, with the ability to wirelessly program the SKT through PC or 
laptop the customization, adaptability, and value provided are unrivaled.

Looking to monitor temperature or humidity as well? Pair a Gateway and up to 20 Wireless 
Sensor Modules for the ultimate freshness timer! Furthermore, when connected to the 
Renau Cloud the SKT interfaces with our Smart Kitchen System allowing it to be monitored 
and programmed remotely from anywhere in the world with a Wi-Fi connection!

Are you ready to start building your very own connected kitchen? Our sleek 6.8″ Smart 
Kitchen Timer provides a much needed alternative to the big, unruly, and expensive 
eyesores that have become so common in the kitchen. Bring your kitchen into the future 
with Renau’s T-2268 Smart Kitchen Timer!

• Durable and glove safe 6.8” touch screen

• Compatible with Renau’s Wireless Sensor Modules

• Multi-language support

• Simple wireless configuration

• Customizable action messages

• Configurable task reminders

• Extensive library of icons with the ability to upload your own

• Transfer items between cook and hold timers

• Customizable day parts

• Configurable in vertical and horizontal orientation

• Job aids

• Use as a standalone unit or connect up to 7 additional SKTs

• And much more!

Renau’s T-2268 6.8” touchscreen cook/hold Smart Kitchen Timer (SKT) 
gives food service operators total oversight of their operations while 
guaranteeing freshness and consistency to their customers.

Features Include: 

About the SKT
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Clean only with a damp cloth. No detergents or substances containing alcohols or solvents may 
be used to clean this device.

This device meets the emission and immunity requirements of PN-EN IEC 55014-1: 2021 on the 
EU market.

Safety and General Information

Cleaning and Care:

General:

This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed 
and used in accordance with the instruction manual, may cause harmful interference to radio 
communications. Operation of this equipment in a residential area is likely to cause harmful 
interference in which case the user will be required to correct the interference at his own expense.

Caution:

This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital device, 
pursuant to part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection 
against harmful interference when the equipment is operated in a commercial environment.

FCC Compliance:
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Accessing the Configuration Tool

The Configuration Tool is accessed through your browser. It’s used to add and change 
programming for the SKT. In the Configuration Tool you may create food groups, items, job aids, 
devices, as well as add Wireless Sensor Modules and Gateways. 

1. Connecting for the first time: Connect the included power supply to the back of the 
unit and insert the plug into a wall outlet. Initial power up may take up to 30 seconds. 
Once the Smart Kitchen Timer has powered on, rotate the screen by tapping on the blue 
button until the desired orientation is set. Once finished, tap “Next.” Continue with steps 
2-6.

Accessing the Configuration Tool: Hold the “RENAU” logo in the main screen, enter the 
PIN number, Click on “Setup”, and finally select “Reconfigure Device.” Continue with steps 
2-6.

Warning: You must use the included power supply, or a Renau approved replacement. 
Use of a third-party power supply or any other replacement not approved by Renau will 
void the warranty.

2. Select the desired device operation mode:
Connected: Allows for communication between multiple SKT’s. If this is the main 
connected SKT, select “Master.” Otherwise, select “Slave.” If selecting Slave, refer to pages 
10-11 on how to establish a Master/Slave relationship. If you will be adding a Gateway or 
Sensor Module, the SKT must be used in connected mode.

Standalone: Allows for the SKT to work as a single standalone device with reduced setup 
requirements. Once configured, Standalone Devices do not require a WiFi dongle inserted 
at all times.

3. The SKT should now display a screen with an SSID, an IP Address, and a Configuration 
Tool PIN.

Note: Before getting started, ensure that the Wi-Fi Dongle provided in the packaging is inserted 
into the USB port on the SKT.

Note: The pre-programmed PIN number for all new units is 4444. If you would like to change 
this number, you may do so later in the SKT menu.
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Accessing the Configuration Tool (cont.)

4. Open the Wi-Fi settings in your computer and connect to the Wi-Fi network matching the SSID. 
If your computer is currently using Wi-Fi to access the internet, you will no longer have an 
internet connection during configuration. If you are connected to the internet via Ethernet 
cable, you will not lose your connection.

Note: When connecting your PC to the SSID displayed on the SKT you may see that initially 
the network is locked. If this is the case, simply close the network selection window, wait a few 
seconds, and then reopen it until the network is open.

5. After the WiFi connection has been established open a web browser and enter the IP address 
listed on the SKT screen into the browser bar to access the Configuration Tool. 

Tip: The Configuration Tool has been optimized for Google Chrome, Firefox and Safari browsers. 
Microsoft Edge is not recommended.

Note: The SKT should remain on the SSID screen for the duration of programming. If at any 
point during programming through the Configuration Tool the SKT is powered down or you exit 
the SSID screen, the SKT will lose its connection. To return to the SSID screen, access the menu 
on the SKT and locate “Reconfigure Device” inside the “Setup” tab. If you accidentally skipped 
ahead to the “Device Assignment” or “Configuration Summary” page, simply tap the “Back” 
button on the SKT until you return to the SSID screen. Reconnect the SKT to the Configuration 
Tool to continue.

6. Login with the PIN provided on the SKT 
to access the Configuration Tool. 

(Pin # will be unique each new session.)

7. You will not land in the Configuration Tool dashboard.
To help familiarize yourself with the Configuration Tool, follow the “Tutorial Wizard” on the home 
page. You can also find instructional videos on the renau.com website.
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Creating a Group
The SKT allows for the programming of 16 Groups with the ability to display up to 5 Groups on 
the SKT. Food Groups are useful for navigating larger menus by grouping and categorizing 
items which are similar or related.

1. Click “Food Groups” in the “Components” side menu.

2. Click “+ Add Group,” then enter the desired group name and group label before saving by 
clicking the floppy disk icon.

3. Repeat as necessary for any additional Food Groups.

Note:  Group Labels will display on the SKT with the given Group Label. When deselected 
they will appear        gray and when selected they will appear        green. 
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Creating an Item

The SKT allows for the programming of up to 1000 items on a single device, and up to 8 duty 
cycles and messages for a standard item. Items can be anything from food items and ingredients 
to tasks and events. To create a new item, first access the Configuration Tool, click “Items” in 
the “Components” side menu, then click “Add Item” to begin the item creation process. Before 
continuing, decide whether you would like to create a standard timer, a Daily Based Timer, or a 
Continuous Timer.

Standard Timer: This is the default timer when creating a new item. A standard timer will count 
down from the set total time, display the desired alert message(s), and then complete once the 
final message is cleared by the user.

1. First, enter the desired item name.

2. Click the “+” button under the message label, enter the desired cook/hold time, enter the 
message you would like displayed upon timer completion and select “Create” or simply 
hit the Return key on your keyboard. Repeat as necessary for any additional duty cycles.

1

2
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Creating an Item (cont.)

Tip: You can also manage all of your programmed messages through the “Messages”
  tab in the side menu. Adding messages in this menu also provides the option to   

 add the same message translated to the desired language. 

  3. Click the question mark under “Add or Select Icon” and either select an icon from the 
   database or upload your own by accessing the “Icons” tab.

  4. Select the group you would like to associate the item with or select “Non-Group.”

Tip: If you would rather have an item visible on the SKT screen at all times, selecting
    Non-Group would be the preferred option.

  5. Lastly, save your changes by clicking the floppy disk icon.

Daily Based Timer: This creates a timer for which an alert will be displayed every day at the 
specified time. You also have the ability to select multiple times of the day for which you would 
like to receive the alert.  

Continuous Timer: Selecting this option will create a timer that will repeat at a specified interval. 
You must first clear the triggered alert message before the timer will automatically reset.

3

4

After adding and naming your item in the SKT’s Configuration dashboard (within your browser), you 
will see the specific item’s properties. Here, you can set the parameters within that specific item.

In the screen below, we will use Chicken as an example.
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Adding Duty Cycles to an Item

Adding Duty Cycles: Within a single item, you can add up to 8 duty cycles and action messages. 
Duty cycles can be described as additional actions or steps to be performed within the timer‘s 
duration.

1. The first running time that you enter will automatically be saved as your total time for that item. 
In the example above, the total time entered is 18 minutes and the message is to “Remove” the item.

2. Click the “+” button to the right of the Total time to add more duties/actions. Type in the desired alert 
message next to each time that you enter. For the above example, at 6 minutes in, the message is 
shown to “Flip” the item. At 12 minutes in, the message shows to “Turn“ the item.

1

2

* All times entered will automatically display in the order from least amount of time to greatest.  
However, it is important to remember that the elapsed time, you set for a particular duty, is 
subtracted from the “Total” time. 

Note:  *The greatest amount of time that you enter, will automatically be saved as your Total time.

The SKT will display each duty when the set time is reached. 
The SKT‘s screen will show the REMAINING total time after 
the elapsed time for each duty has expired. For example, even 
though you set the time for the “Flip“ duty to 6 minutes on the 
Configuration tool within your browser, the SKT‘s screen will 
show 12 minutes remaining.

Tap Confirm to clear the message.

SKT Displays: 
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Pairing SKTs

The SKT allows for the pairing of up to 7 Slave units with a Master. The Slave units do not need to 
be individually programmed. You will create configurations for all paired SKT’s using the Master 
by connecting it to the Configuration Tool and creating individual Devices to be assigned as 
stations for the Slave units. To use SKT’s in a Master/Slave relationship, you must have a WiFi 
dongle inserted into the USB port of all devices at all times.

1. To start, be sure that all SKT’s are configured in the “Connected” operating mode. To 
do this, enter the “Setup” tab in the SKT menu, tap “Reconfigure Device”, and select 
“Connected” as the operating mode. Do this on all units you wish to pair.

2. Select “Master” as the device type on the primary SKT (normally this would be the unit 
you plan on using as a cook timer) and select “Slave” for the remaining units. 

Note: There can only be one Master device in a setup.

3. At this point you will leave the Slave unit(s) alone and continue by connecting the Master 
to the Configuration Tool.

4. Once the Master is connected to the Configuration Tool, proceed with programming all 
of your items, not just for the Master but for the Slave unit(s) as well. When finished, 
click the “+” under “Devices” on the side menu, set the desired device configuration for 
the Master device, click “Next Step”, and populate the mock SKT screen by dragging the 
desired items from the list and dropping them onto the mock screen in the middle. Once 
finished, click “Save Device”. Proceed to create Devices for all Slave units and populate 
their mock screens accordingly. Be sure to click “Save Device” before moving on.  
When finished, click “Send to Device” on the side menu.
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Pairing SKTs (cont.)

5. Once the configuration has been successfully sent, close the Configuration Tool and tap 
“Next” on the Master device to reach the device pairing screen. Depending on how many 
SKT’s you are trying to pair, it could take anywhere from 5-60 seconds for all available 
units to appear on the screen. Once visible, tap “Pair” on all SKT’s you wish to set as Slave 
units. Once all Slaves have been successfully paired, tap “Next” on all devices, assign 
them to the correct station, tap “Next” again. Then finally “Save & Exit”. The devices will 
now restart. 

Note: For large configurations, it may take up to a few minutes for Slaves to receive the 
configuration from the Master, and pair.       

6. Once powered back up, the connection status indicator will initially be red on all paired 
SKT’s but should turn green after 20-30 seconds. You are now ready to create transferable 
items. (See next section for instructions on how to do so).

Note: If there was a previous configuration on the Slave(s), you will need to tap the flashing 
exclamation mark next to the indicator to update the unit with the new configuration.

Tip: You do not need to re-pair slave units when making configuration changes. Doing so 
may result in communication issues. 
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Creating a Transferable Item

The transfer function allows you to transfer an item with a completed timer from one station to 
another. Ex: transferring from a “Cook” unit to a “Hold” unit, after which the transferred item’s 
timer will automatically begin on the “Hold” unit. To use this function, both SKT’s need to be 
configured in the “Connected” operating mode with one device set as the “Master” and the 
other set as “Slave.” 

1. If you haven’t already done so, establish a Master/Slave relationship between the SKT’s 
you wish to transfer items between.

2. Connect to the Configuration Tool with the Master unit and create separate groups for the 
transferable items if you haven’t already done so. Next, create the item for the product 
you would like to be transferable and assign it to the proper group. Once finished, create 
a duplicate of the item, and simply replace the timer(s) and alert message(s), add any 
additional duty cycles, and assign the item to the proper group.

Note: When creating a transferable item be sure to use the same name for both items. The 
times, messages, and icon however, do not need to match.

3. If you haven’t already created and configured a Device for the Master and Slave units, 
do so now and populate the mock screen with your items as desired. To help distinguish 
between the transferable items, filter them by group. Save when finished and send the 
configuration to device.

4. At this point you may close the Configuration Tool, tap “Next” on the Master, assign it to 
the proper station, and finally tap “Save and Exit.” The SKT will now restart. 

Note: Be sure to update the Slave unit by tapping the flashing exclamation mark.
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Creating Job Aids

The SKT allows the programming of over 200 Job Aids which provide the operator directions on 
how to perform certain tasks such as cleaning, prepping, and assembling food items.

1. To create a Job Aid, first access the Configuration Tool and select the “Job Aids” tab from 
the “Components” side menu and click “+ Add Job Aid.”

2. Enter the Job Aid name.

3. Select the Recipe Layout, whether to display recipe elements as a list or scrollable tiles.

4. Add any unique labels for your Job Aids such as KDS codes or item weight.

5. Next, we will add the steps required to assemble the food item or perform the task in 
the Job Aid. First, add an icon that best represents the product or task and then enter 
descriptive text for the item or action.

6. If necessary, enter any additional information such as item quantity or arrangement as 
the Bottom Text and add an action icon to represent the text. Otherwise leave these 
fields blank.

7. Add any additional steps as necessary. When finished, save the Job Aid by clicking the 
floppy disk icon.
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Sending Configuration to the Timer

Once you are finished programming the SKT, you will need to send the configuration to the 
unit. It is also advised to create a backup of your configuration file and save it to a flash drive or 
computer.

1. To begin, click the “+” under the “Devices” tab. Here you will name your device, set the 
orientation, timer type, languages, and the time/unit format. Once complete, click “Next 
Step” at the bottom right of the page.

2. On this next page, you will drag your items from the list onto the mock SKT screen and 
arrange them as you see fit. When finished, click “Save Device.”

3. Lastly, you will send your configuration to the device. To do so, simply click “Send to 
Device” on the side menu. Once the configuration has been sent, tap “Next” on the SKT 
screen, tap the device name you created and hit “Next”. Finally, tap “Save & Exit” to finish. 

Note: If you are in Connected mode, you will also encounter the Pairing Screen in step 
3. If you wish to pair additional SKT’s to this unit, refer to the Creating a Master/Slave 
Relationship section of this guide. Be sure not to re-pair existing slave units.

Tip: When using a Master/Slave setup, you only need to upload the configuration file to the 
master unit.
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Uploading/Downloading Configuration Files

It is highly recommended that once you have finished programming your timer you create a 
backup configuration file of your programming. Creating a copy of your configuration is also 
useful for configuring multiple SKT’s with the same programming, and as a backup in case your 
SKT is damaged or lost.

1. First, access the Configuration Tool using the SKT containing the configuration you would 
like to make a copy of. Once on the dashboard, click “Download/Upload” in the side menu 
and click “Download.” This will create a file containing the programming of your SKT. If   
you plan on renaming the resulting configuration file you must use underscores in place 
of any spaces in the file name. You now have a backup file you can reference later if 
needed.

2. To upload this configuration file onto another unit, insert a flash drive containing the file 
into the USB port on the SKT and enter the menu. Tap the “Configuration” tab, (swipe to 
the bottom of the menu) and then tap “Upload Config.” Alternatively, you can also upload 
a file through the Configuration Tool by clicking “Upload” in the “Download/Upload” tab.

Note: Be sure to first send the configuration to device before downloading the configuration 
file.
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Adding a Gateway and Wireless Sensor Modules
The SKT allows for the pairing of up to 64 Wireless Sensor Modules (WSM’s) per unit. Adding 
Wireless Sensor Modules to the SKT allows the user to monitor and set alerts for temperature 
and/or humidity. In order to use WSM’s with the SKT, a Gateway must first be configured with 
your system. Before you configure the Gateway to your system, you will first need to pair your 
WSM(s) to the SKT using the Configuration Tool. To access the Configuration Tool, refer to 
the instructions at the beginning of this manual. Before continuing, make sure batteries are 
inserted into the WSM(s) you wish to pair, and that the Gateway is powered on.

1. After accessing the Configuration Tool, make your way to the “Managers” tab and select 
“Gateway/Sensors.”

2. You will now be brought to the Wireless Sensor Module pairing options. Once the WSM’s 
are prepped, click the “+ Add Sensor” button. With WSM in hand, click the NFC button and 
then hold the Wi-Fi logo on the top of the Module to the icon on the top right of the SKT. 
It’s important to hold the Sensor Module still during this process. After a few seconds, 
you should receive a popup on the Configuration Tool displaying the WSM’s information. 
Click “Accept” to add the Module.

3. Next, click the “+” under “Probes” to setup the probe(s) connected to this WSM.     

4. Select the icon you would like to represent the probe(s) and add probe name as you would 
like it displayed in the SKT. Select the proper probe type. 

5. Click “+ Add Alert,” input the desired message, select the desired “Condition” and “Value” 
to trigger the alert.  By default the alert will be set to “On,” to disable alerts for this probe 
simply select off. Add any additional alerts to this probe as needed. Once complete, select 
floppy icon to save.  Repeat step 2-5 as needed. 

6. Now click on the “+” under the Devices tab or click on an existing device if you have 
already created one. Configure the settings for the SKT and proceed with populating the 
mock SKT screen with the new Sensor(s) and Probe(s) before clicking “Save Device.”

7. Now, click “Send to Device”.

Note: If a WSM is using multi-probes or a Sensor measuring multiple perimeters, assign a 
different number to each in the “Index” section under Probes.
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Adding a Gateway and Wireless Sensor Modules (cont.)

8. At this point you should power up the Gateway if you haven’t already done so. Next, 
navigate back to “Gateway/Sensors” under “Managers,” click “Gateway File Export” and 
click “Yes” when prompted. The resulting file will be “config.zip.”   

Tip: To differentiate between multiple Gateway config files, create a folder with the desired 
name and insert the config file.

  
9. Next, insert a blank flash drive into your computers USB port and locate the Gateway 

Configuration file in your downloads folder. Move the file onto the flash drive before 
ejecting the drive and inserting it into the Gateway. Depending on how many WSM’s you 
have in your system, the file may take up to 30 seconds to upload to the Gateway. The 
LED on the Gateway will pulse on and off in 3 second intervals when the upload has 
finished, after which you may remove the flash drive.

Note: It may take a few minutes for the sensors to connect to the gateway and start sending 
data. 
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Operating the SKT

Once you have sent your programming to the SKT you will assign it to the desired station, and 
tap “Save & Exit.” The device will now restart after which you may tap the group label(s) on the 
SKT to bring up the desired items.

Starting and Stopping Timers: To start a timer, simply tap the desired item. To clear a timer, 
hold your finger for a second on the item you wish to clear. You can adjust the amount of time 
required to hold your finger on an item before it enables or clears in the SKT menu. You can 
also start multiple timers for the same item. In a “Holding” configuration you may have up to 8 
timers running simultaneously for the same item. This threshold is adjustable in the SKT menu.

Note: If you have many items programmed, you may need to swipe right or down on the 
display depending on screen orientation to show additional items.

Switching Between Groups: You can switch between your programmed groups on the main 
screen by selecting the group label corresponding to the desired group. You may also select 
multiple group labels if you would like those items displayed as well.

Job Aids: If you have programmed Job Aids using the Configuration Tool, you may access them 
on the SKT by tapping the question mark on the main screen.
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Accessing and Navigating the SKT Menu

To access the main menu, hold the Renau logo on the SKT for a few seconds until prompted to 
enter a 4-digit PIN number. The preprogrammed PIN number for all new units is 4444. If you 
would like to change this number, you may do so later in the SKT menu. You can exit the menu 
at any time by pressing the home icon.

GENERAL

Under the General tab you will find the unique Timer ID, Timer Name, Model Number, and current 
Firmware Revision.

SETUP

System Configuration: In this menu you will find options to switch between cook/hold 
functionality, change the screen orientation, switch between metric and imperial units, flip the 
screen, and change the swipe function from horizontal to vertical. Most of these options can 
also be adjusted in the Devices section of the Configuration Tool.

Device Assignment: This menu allows you to assign the SKT to an existing station created in  
the Devices section of the Configuration Tool.

Reconfigure Device: This menu will allow you to change the SKT’s operating mode and make 
changes to the programming by connecting to the Configuration Tool. To do so, follow the steps 
provided at the beginning of this guide.

Timer Settings: This menu allows you to change the touch and hold time out to clear and 
enable timers as well as adjust the limit for how many timers for the same item can be enabled 
at once.

PIN Code: If you would like to change the PIN number to enter the menu or disable it you may 
do so here.

Note: If you decide to change the preset PIN number be sure to record the new number 
somewhere easily accessible. If this new PIN number is lost, you must perform a forced 
factory reset on the unit and upload the configuration file again. To perform a forced 
factory reset download the Factory Reset file (force_factory_reset) from the renau.com 
website and load it onto a blank flash drive and insert into the SKT. Once the SKT has 
rebooted you may remove the flash drive. 
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Accessing and Navigating the SKT Menu (cont.)

DATE & TIME

Here you can adjust the date and time, or switch between 12/24-hour formats.

LANGUAGE

This menu includes several language options to select as both primary and secondary options. 
If you would prefer to use only a primary language, you may uncheck the box next to “Secondary 
Language” to disable it.

DISPLAY

In this menu you will find options to change the screen brightness, and the auto home time.

SOUND

Entering this menu will allow you to adjust the timer’s volume or turn it off completely. 
(Not recommended)

CONFIGURATION

This menu is used to upload configuration files to the SKT and download Gateway configuration 
files from the SKT to a flash drive.

SETUP    cont.

Update Firmware: There are two ways to update the firmware, either through this menu directly 
to the SKT via flash drive, or wirelessly through the Configuration Tool. To update directly to the 
SKT, first copy the update file to a blank flash drive. Then, insert the drive into the USB port 
on the SKT, follow the on-screen prompts, then wait until the update is complete. To update 
through the Configuration Tool, click “Update Firmware” in the side menu. Next, click “Select 
File” and locate the update file on your PC. Lastly, click “Start Upload” to begin the firmware 
update. This process could take up to 8-10 minutes depending on the size of the update, and 
the distance between the PC and SKT.

Note: If updating via flash drive, the drive must be formated: FAT32 in order to work properly.  
Right click on the drive folder and click the “Info” tab to check its format. 

Factory Reset: If you would like to erase all your programming and return your SKT to its original 
factory settings you may do so here.
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Instructions for Mounting Bracket Installation

SKT Mounting Bracket Installation: The SKT can be mounted horizontally or vertically to 
match the GUI menu orientation. The three-piece bracket design with two of the smaller bracket 
pieces is already mounted to the back side of the SKT.

The 180 degree rotation is adjustable at 15 degree increments. There are two alignment pins on 
each smaller bracket piece which fall into two of the 24 alignment holes of the larger bracket 
piece on each side.

CAUTION!  Must be installed by a competent technician using proper tools
  and industry practices.

WARNING!  Sheetmetal may have sharp edges, use caution when installing
  and adjusting angle.
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Instructions for Mounting Bracket Installation (cont.)

To adjust the angle, unscrew both knob fasteners completely while holding the SKT. Then pull 
the arms of the larger bracket piece apart to clear alignment pins from the alignment holes on 
both sides. Use thumbs to rotate the SKT to the desired angle then release arms to reengage 
alignment pins into new alignment hole position. Screw knob fasteners back into inserts to lock 
bracket assembly in place.

Find an appropriate mounting location for the SKT and fasten the large bracket to a supporting 
surface. If fastening into a wall, locate a wall stud and fasten with appropriately sized screws and 
washers.
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Instructions for Mounting Bracket Installation (cont.)

Plug in power supply provided inside the SKT packaging, power up unit, and follow the operating 
instructions.
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Glossary

Wi-Fi Dongle: A Wi-Fi dongle is provided with each SKT device. It must be inserted in the USB 
port in order to connect to the Configuration Tool and for communication between multiple 
SKT devices  as well as Wireless Sensor Modules. It is recommended to keep the Wi-Fi dongle 
inserted into the SKT at all times, exempt when performing a Firmware or Configuration 
update via flash drive.

Gateway: A Gateway is a LoRa/Wi-Fi Access Point. It is needed in order to connect a Wireless 
Sensor Module (WSM) to an SKT device. It is required for the SKT to receive date from the 
WSM(s). The Gateway must remain powered on at all times.

WSM (Wireless Sensor Module): A WSM is a battery powered Module which the user connects 
various probes/sensors to monitor perimeters such as Temperature, Humidity, Pressure, 
VOC, and CO2. The user may pair up to 64 WSM’s per SKT. In order to send data to the SKT, a 
WSM must be setup in the Configuration Tool with a Gateway.

Configuration Tool: The Configuration Tool is the digital platform used to customize and 
configure the SKT. It can be accessed with a desktop/laptop and is optimized for  Google 
Chrome and Safari browsers. Refer to the Quick Start Guide or the “Accessing the Configuration 
Tool” section to connect. 

Master: The operation mode the Main SKT will be using. 

Slave: The operation mode that additional SKTs will be using to communicate with the Master 
SKT device.

Standalone: The operating mode used by single SKT(s).

Firmware: The pre-installed software version in each SKT. Renau is always improving its 
products, this will be done through future firmware updates for the SKT. Refer to the general 
settings in the SKT menu to view Firmware version information.
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Specifications

Dimensions:    7.74” W x 3.45” H x 1.39” D

Electrical:    120/240VAC

Operating Temperature:  0-75˚C (32-176˚F)

Shipping Weight:   2.100 lbs (0.95 kg)

Specifications are subject to change without notice.
The products manufactured by RENAU are protected under one or more of the following
U.S. Patents: 6,850,850 6,816,670
6,636,772 6,546,944 6,214,239 5,835,993 4,943,706 4,849,098 and other patents pending.

Designed and manufactured in the U.S.A.
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Warranty and Technical Support

Warranty:  (Renau) provides the Limited Warranty described herein for all of its products (Products) 
sold to and paid for by Customer (Customer).

1. The Limited Warranty shall apply only to claims(Claims) made within the warranty periods (Periods) 
 specified below. Customer must notify Renau, in writing, of any Claimunder this Limited Warranty 
 within the Periods or the Limited Warranty shall not be effective and Renau shall have no obligations 
 to Customer.

2. The Periods shall begin to run 14 days after the Date Code on the Products.

3. The Limited Warranty shall not apply to any Products unless Renau has been paid in full by 
 Customer for those Products within 30 days after the Products are shipped to Customer. If Renau 
 is not timely paid by Customer, there will be no warranty of any kind, express or implied, for Renau’s 
 Products

4. In the event of a suspected Product failure, Customer is to notify Renau and receive an RMA   
 number against which to ship suspect Product to Renau for analysis. If Renau’s analysis    
 confirms a failure under this Limited Warranty, Renau shall within 60 days provide 100%
 credit to Customer for those defective Products, provided the Claim is timely made
 and that Customer has timely paid Renau for the Products which are the subject of the Claim.

5. The warranty period for Products shall be one year.

6. This Limited Warranty does not cover Products suffering physical damage, abuse, immersion in 
 water, exposure to other environmental or electrical conditions outside of  the operating   
 specifications, or failures as a result of problems caused by other components.

7. An RMA file shall be made available to Customeror Renau for inspection if requested by either   
 party.

8. THE ONLY REMEDIES AVAILABLE UNDER THIS WARRANTY TO Customer ARE CREDIT FOR 
 DEFECTIVE PRODUCTS OR REPLACEMENT OF THOSE DEFECTIVE PRODUCTS. UNDER
 NO CIRCUMSTANCES WILL RENAU BE LIABLE FOR ANY OTHER DAMAGES OR COMPENSATION, 
 WHETHER MONETARY OR OTHERWISE. RENAU SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR GENERAL, SPECIAL, 
 COMPENSATORY, CONSEQUENTIAL, OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES OF ANY KIND OR DESCRIPTION.
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Warranty and Technical Support (cont.)

9. Any dispute relating to or arising from this LimitedWarranty, whether as to enforcement or 
 interpretation, or both, shall be decided by binding arbitration under the Commercial Arbitration 
 Rules then in effect for the American Arbitration Association. The dispute shall be decided by 
 one arbitrator. The Rules of Evidence in the State of California shall apply. The arbitrator’s decision 
 shall be in writing and shall be a reasoned decision. Each party will pay its own attorney fees and 
 costs in connection with the arbitration. The arbitrator’s fees shall be divided equally between 
 the parties. The arbitrator’s decision shall be final, binding, and non-appealable. It may be entered 
 as a judgment by any court of competent jurisdiction in the State of California. The arbitration 
 shall be conducted in Los Angeles County, California. The arbitrator will not have any power or 
 jurisdiction to award monetary damages of any kind, including, without limitation, general, special, 
 compensatory, consequential, or punitive damages.

10. Limited Warranty shall be construed and Interpretedsimply and fairly and not strictly for or against 
 either party.

11. THIS IS RENAU’S SOLE WARRANTY WITH RESPECT TO THE PRODUCTS. RENAU MAKES NO OTHER 
 WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AND ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
 MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE WHICH EXCEED THE AFORESAID 
 OBLIGATION ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED BY RENAUAND EXCLUDED FROM THIS LIMITED WARRANTY.

12. Renau may cancel or change the terms of this Limited Warranty on 30 days prior notice for all 
 products not yet shipped to customer.

13. Customer may purchase an additional two (2) year extension of this Limited Warranty
 within 30 days of purchase for $100 (USD).

14. Time is of the essence of each and every provision of this Limited Warranty, including,
 without limitation, the notice requirements imposed upon customer.

 *REMOVAL OF THE SKT’S BACK PANEL VOIDS WARRANTY*

Contact & Support:  Technical Support assistance is available at: renau.com/support



We Do More Than Design, We Invent
9309 Deering Avenue, Chatsworth, CA 91311 USA

818-341-1994           
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